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Senior Judges Report
Name of Track

Ajax Downs

Ajax

Date

Monday, 10 Sep 2018

Post Time

12:55

Weather

Race 1 - 9: Rain (Temp: 14 deg. C)

Track Condition

Race 1 - 9: Sloppy

No of Races

9

Total Entries

57

Mutual Handle

$78,990.

Contact
Vet

Paddock
Meeting

Number of
qualifying races

Track
Maintenance Meeting

Senior Judge

Associate Judge

Platts, Fenton

Nielsen, Paul

Investigator
Visit

X

Outgoing Senior
Judge Update

Associate Judge

Report on day’s events:

(Accidents, claims, fines and/or suspensions, objections and/or disqualifications, refunds and any other pertinent incidents) ….

Backstretch:
No issues to report
Prior to the horses going into the gate for the 6th race a call was transferred from the
Racing Secretary’s office from trainer Scott Reid who wished to scratch his horse
One Dashin Folly from the seventh race due to the racetrack condition of sloppy. He
contended his horse does not handle the surface and could possibly be injured. We
explained that a scratch would have been taken into consideration if it had been
submitted this morning and at this time we would not allow the scratch.
Radio and timer checks completed, all clear
Race 1, No triactor wagering, #1 The Fightin Duck stepped out to #3 Illbegoneajet,
no placings required #1 finishes in behind #3, rest ok
Race 2, #2 You Zee Me Now, off a step slow, #6 Ms. Mexican Mouse bore out at
start, rest good.
Race 3, Jockey claim of foul, #5 Too Much White, 4th C. Figueroa, on #6 One
Special Domino, 2nd , T. Phillips, at the start. Upon review of the two camera angles,
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it appears the #5 bares out to #6, #6 appears to stay straight. Claim of foul
disallowed. Call from Jockey C. Willick, #3 Bending Over, 5th, she felt she was
bounced around from the outside down to the inside, not sure who caused the
interference. #3 is in the middle mid-stretch, #4 does come in and they do make
contact, #3 does check but the contact was not sufficient for a placing and the track
is playing into the action of the horses.
Inquiry Video: https://youtu.be/QaARVwxbs6g
Race 4, #1 Panther Cool, 4th, broke outward to #2 Yournothebossofme, 3rd, and
then stumbled. #4 Eyesa Dexter bore out and slow at start. Jockey Brian Bell cited
for excessive use of the crop NOR sent to jockey room.
Race 5, Trainer of #2 Ttt Kelly’s Regan did originally want to claim foul on #3 Tres
Fortune, after speaking with the rider she declined her claim. #3 Tres Fortune, 2nd,
bore in at start down to #2 Ttt Kelly’s Regan, 6th, does not make contact as #1 Big
Man B, 5th is holding its ground and it does get tight for #2 as R. Knowles does
check slightly but appears that there is room for him if he stays. Rest good.
Race 6, clear, call from Official Veterinarian, reported #4 Silky Senator was
observed to have bled following the race. Second time within a calendar year in
Ontario, is ineligible to race for 90 days.
Race 7, clear
Race 8, clear, was observed by Official veterinarian that #3 Tres Seis Smooches
had bled following the race.
Race 9, #8 reared prior to start, leg was up on advisement of the Veterinarian is a
Vet scratch, #2 Slingin Pistol and #5 Arising Miracle, stumbled start, #4 Passum
Lane hesitated at the start. Rest ok.
Mutuels: $8.50 $5.40 $3.00

